Di Series SP 70-200mm F/2.8
for

Canon / Nikon / Sony

Telephoto Evolved.
The next step.

TAMRON
Di Series

SP 70-200mm F/2.8 Di VC USD
SP 70-200mm F/2.8 Di USD
for Canon, Nikon

for Sony

Compact, High Resolution, High Performance.
Model A009
Di (Digitally Integrated) lens designed for digital APS-C and full-size SLR cameras,
with ﬂower-shaped lens hood.
Compatible mounts: Canon, Nikon, Sony
*The Sony mount does not include VC, as Sony digital SLR bodies include image stabilization functionality.

www.tamron.com .au

表面

Di Series SP 24-70mm F/2.8

Higher function for great photos

for

Canon / Nikon / Sony

The apex of telephoto lenses in a compact package. “SP 70-200mm F/2.8 Di VC USD”*1 with
VC (Vibration Compensation) image stabilization delivers leading-edge image quality in a body
thatʼs smallest*2 in its class. Equipped with Tamronʼs proprietary USD (Ultrasonic Silent Drive)
motor, this lens boasts a speedy autofocus so that you can capture that one decisive
moment. For sports, journalism, fashion, weddings, or even landscapes,

Technology and innovation
all packed into one small place

the 70-200mm will exceed your expectations every time.

The most compact*2 lens body in its
class, and itʼs equipped with Tamronʼs
USD (Ultrasonic Silent Drive) motor and
VC (Vibration Compensation) image
stabilization to reduce camera shake so
you can achieve the previously
unobtainable.

*1 The Sony mount does not include VC, as Sony digital SLR bodies include image stabilization functionality.
The Sony lens is designated as “SP 70-200mm F/2.8 Di USD”.
*2 For high-speed telephoto zoom lenses for full-size SLR cameras, equipped with
VC image stabilization and USD. Current as of October 2012. (Source: Tamron)
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Moisture-resistant construction
helps protect from the elements

new level of correction for chromatic
A007
aberrations. The new advanced optical
24-70mm
design delivers higher performance
F/2.8
with excellent
contrast and resolution.
84°
04ʼ〜34°
21ʼ

Moisture-resistant
construction helps
prevent moisture from
penetrating the lens.

17 elements
in glass
12 groups
*3 The XLD
has much lower dispersion, similar to
0.38m fluorite,
(15.0in)than the conventional LD element.
1: 5 (at f=70mm : MFD 0.38m)
φ82mm (3.2in)

Full-time

108.5mm (4.3in)*
manual
focus
116.9mm
(4.6in)*
φ88.2mm (3.5in)
Fine focus adjustments using manual
825g (29.1oz)*
focus can be made during autofocus
9 (rounded diaphragm)
shooting, without the need to change
F/22
Flower-shaped
lens hood
focus mode.
For Nikon, Canon, Sony*3

Anti-shake benefits – high-speed lens and
VibrationA007
Compensation
Lens Construction
Add 4 stops
shake-free
shooting:
■ Hybrid
Aspherical
Lens
Lenses
with
a for
maximum
aperture
of f/2.8
■ LD elements
VC
(Vibration
Compensation)
permit shutter speeds
up to 2 stops faster

＜Moisture-resistant construction diagram＞

Rounded diaphragm and
high-speed deliver spectacular blur effects

USD
(Ultrasonic Silent Drive)

Using a rounded diaphragm*4, this lens achieves
spectacular blur eﬀects. By distinctively blurring
backgrounds and foregrounds this high-speed lens creates
images that bring your subject into focus, thus to life.

The quiet high-torque
USD motor ensures a
speedy and accurate
autofocus response.

*4 This rounded diaphragm retains a nearly circular shape even when taken two
stops down from its fully open state.
＜Expanded VC Schematic Diagram＞
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＜Built-in USD＞

VC:ON

The SP 24-70mm F/2.8 Di VC USD is one of Tamronʼs Di (Digitally

Magnet
*The compensating effects of VC will vary depending on
Integrated) designs. The Di Series is the mark of Tamron lenses
that are
Yoke
photographer and photographic conditions.

VC:OFF

Focal length: 102mm Exposure: F/4.5 1/13 sec
With VC, the photographer can shoot at a shutter speed up to four stops slower.

format-versatile since they can be used on digital APS-C, full-frame and
35mm SLR cameras.

www.tamron.co.jp/en/lineup/a009/
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For more information about the A009, please visit the A009 Special Website ▶▶▶
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Model

A009

Length*

Focal Length

70-200mm

Entire Length*2

196.7mm (7.7 in)*

Maximum Aperture

F/2.8

Diameter

φ85.8mm

Angle of View (diagonal)

34°
21′
-12°
21′(with full-size SLR cameras)

Weight

1470g (51.9 oz)*

■ XLD (Extra Low Dispersion) glass
■ LD elements

22°
33′
-7°
59′(with APS-C sized sensor digital SLR cameras)
24mm
70mm
23 elements in 17 groups
Lens Construction
APS-C size camera
Minimum Focus Distance 1.3m (51.2 in)

Diaphragm Blade Number 9 (rounded diaphragm)*3
Minimum Aperture

F/32

Max. Magniﬁcation Ratio 1：8 (at f=200mm：MFD 1.3m)

Standard Accessory

Flower-shaped lens hood

Compatible Mounts

Canon, Nikon, Sony*

Filter Size

φ77mm

Model：A009

［A009 Lens Construction］

188.3mm (7.4 in)*

1

(including detachable tripod mount)

aphragm - 8 blades case)
Speciﬁcations, appearance, functionality, etc. may be changed without prior notice.

*Length, entire length and weight values given are for the Nikon mount.
*1: Length is the distance between the mount face and the tip of the lens.

shutter speeds *2:
that
Entire length is the distance between the tip of the lens and the tip of the protrusion.
delivers anti-shake
*3: This rounded diaphragm retains a nearly circular shape even when taken two stops down from its fully open state.
speed lens enables
(equivalent
to 109mm)
*4: The Sony mount24mm
does not
include VC, to
as 37mm)
Sony digital SLR bodies 70mm
include (equivalent
image stabilization
functionality.
using a tripod.
• Tamronʼs conversion value is 1.55 x.
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for Canon, Nikon
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TAMRON CO., LTD.
1385, Hasunuma, Minuma-ku, Saitama-shi, Saitama 337-8556 JAPAN
Tel.
+81-48-684-9339 Fax. +81-48-684-9349
www.tamron.com.au
http://www.tamron.com
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Markets
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The
worldʼs
ﬁrst*
F/2.8
high-speed standard zoom
http://www.tamron.com

for Sony

lens with image s
Sales phone 1300 882 517 Sales fax 1300 882 519 www.maxwell.com.au
Meet the fully featured high-resolution lens youʼve been waiting for.
Based on ISO9001 and ISO14001,

Model
A007
Tamron
produces superior products in accordance
the ISO9001
and
ISO14001
Forwith
35mm
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digital
SLR /standards
35mm ﬁlm SLR cameras, with ﬂower-shaped lens hood.
while holding the environment and

Compatible mounts: Canon, Nikon, Sony**
workers in the highest regard.
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Di (Digitally Integrated Design) lens designed for digital APS-C, full-frame, and 35mm SLR cameras.

http://www.tamron.com
Informationvalid as of February 2012. Information in this publication may be subject to change at any time.
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